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helps honor the special and holy events of the year as well as identify the sacred in the mundane moments of life. Original.
Introducing My Faith and My Community-Kerry M. Olitzky 2004 "This guide will introduce you to Judaism in easy-to-understand terms and language. Whether you
are married to or dating a Jewish man or woman, or are the parent, sibling, or friend of someone in an interfaith relationship, you will find this book to be a thorough
and accessible entry to the Jewish faith and the cultural and social institutions of the Jewish world in America. Rabbi Kerry M. Olitzky speaks directly to you, a person
who stands on the periphery of Jewish culture and is only now beginning to move into the circle of Jewish faith and life."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided
by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved

My Struggle with Faith-Joseph F. Girzone 2006 The author chronicles his own spiritual journey and describes with honesty the difficult decisions he made along the
way. Girzone has attracted a following with his series of novels that imagine Jesus living in the contemporary world. Here, he recounts th

I and Thou-Martin Buber 2012-10-01 I AND THOU is one of the most important books of Western Theology. In it, Martin Buber, heavily influenced by the writings of
Nietzsche, unites the proto-Existentialist currents of modern German thought with the Judeo-Christian tradition, powerfully updating faith for modern times. Since its
first appearance in Germany in 1923, this slender volume has become one of the epoch-making works of our time.This work is the centerpiece of Buber's philosophy. It
lays out a view of the world in which human beings can enter into relationships usung their innermost and whole beings to form true partnerships. This is the original
English translation, and it was prepared in the author;'s presence.

My Jewish Faith-Anne Clark 2007-02 An approachable book about Judaism designed to help young children understand differences between religions and how it
manifests itself in the lives of other children around the world

My Sons are Jewish-Paula Clayman 2011-10-01 In her quest to discover the true nature of the question, “Who is a Jew?” author Paula Clayman emphatically unravels
many exciting historical facets while tracing biblical lineages and exposing their valuable contributions. My Sons Are Jewish takes you on a journey through the Old
Testament and beyond, following the story of the Jews as they carried forth the blessing of Abraham to all the people of the world. Through revisiting the ancient text of
the Bible and tracing the steps of the Jews, an unbroken cord is exposed; a cord that conveyed much more than their ancient traditions and heritage. The cord brought
forth the religion given to humankind, which foreshadowed all that was to be, and a promise of inheritance to all who choose to receive—including Jews who return to
their roots. You will better understand Jewish history and how Christianity, rather than being a “new” religion, is a continuation of the religion of the Jews as given by
God. As a result, Christians will better understand their own religious heritage and their Jewish spiritual roots—while the Jewish reader will see how Christianity arose
from Judaism in its pure form.

Jewish Currents- 1973

The Happy Generation-Ferenc Körmendi 1949

David, My Jewish Friend-Alice L. Goddard 1967 The story of a friendship introduces young Christians to the customs and traditions of the Jewish faith.

Modern Jewish Religious Movements-David Rudavsky 1967

How's Your Faith?-David Gregory 2016-09-13 "Join former NBC newsman and Meet the Press moderator David Gregory as he probes various religious traditions to
better understand his own faith and answer life's most important questions: who do we want to be and what do we believe? While David was covering the White House,
he had the unusual experience of being asked by President George W. Bush "How's your faith?" David's answer was just emerging. Raised by a Catholic mother and a
Jewish dad, he had a strong sense of Jewish cultural and ethnic identity, but no real belief--until his marriage to a Protestant woman of strong faith inspired him to
explore his spirituality for himself and his growing family. David's journey has taken him inside Christian mega-churches and into the heart of Orthodox Judaism. He's
gone deep into Bible study and asked tough questions of America's most thoughtful religious leaders, including evangelical preacher Joel Osteen and Cardinal Timothy
Dolan, the Catholic Archbishop of New York. It has brought him back to his childhood, where belief in God might have helped him through his mother's struggle with
alcoholism, and through a difficult period of public scrutiny and his departure from NBC News, which saw his faith tested like never before. David approaches his faith
with the curiosity and dedication you would expect from a journalist accustomed to holding politicians and Presidents accountable. But he also comes as a seeker, one
just discovering why spiritual journeys are always worthwhile"--

Jesus for Jews-Ruth Rosen 1987-11

My Faith as a Jew-Joseph Willen 1947

Jews and Germans from 1860 [eighteen Hundred and Sixty] to 1933 [nineteen Hundred and Thirty-three]-David Bronsen 1979 A collection of articles based
on papers presented at a symposium held at Washington University, St. Louis, April 1976. Partial contents:

Near Christianity-Anthony LeDonne 2016-09-20 This unique book is an exploration of Christianity alongside Jewish guides who are well-studied in and sympathetic to
Christianity, but who remain “near Christianity.”Reflecting on his journeys within biblical studies and contemporary Jewish-Christian dialogue, Anthony Le Donne
illustrates not only the value but also the necessity of continued Jewish friendship for the Christian life. With the help of Jewish friends and mentors, he presents a
deeper and more complex Christian faith, offering readers a better vision of the beauty and genius of Christianity, but also an honest look at its warts and failings.
Weaving his own story and personal conversations with Jewish friends, Le Donne, a respected scholar and published author, models how his fellow Christians can avoid
blurring the differences between Christianity and Judaism on the one hand and exaggerating them on the other.

Jewish Quarterly- 1985

The Jewish Quarterly- 1994

Glamour- 1998
Torch- 1940
Heirs of Abraham-Bradford E. Hinze 2005 The three Abrahamic traditions have a long history of clashes, often with disastrous results. This book offers an alternative
to those who see only a future like the past: of increasing friction and violence. Three of the most respected figures representing Catholic Christianity, Judaism, and
Islam-Archbishop Michael Fitzgerald, Professor Reuven Firestone, and Professor Mahmoud Ayoub-show that collaboration can work, that it is possible to foster mutual
understanding and appreciation of the different traditions in practical ways. Book jacket.

Rainbows-Evans Publishing Company 1999-06-01

Our Father Abraham-Marvin R. Wilson 1989 This volume delineates the link between Judaism and Christanity, between Old and the New Testaments, and calls
Christians to reexamine their Hebrew roots so as to effect a more authentically biblical lifestyle.

Roads to Jewish Survival-Milton Berger 1967

Mixed Heritage-Stefan Kiesbye 2009 Presents articles discussing the experience of mixed-heritage people in the United States, including the experiences of both
children and parents in a mixed-heritage family and how they are viewed in American culture.

My Life of Jewish Learning and My Faith in the Jewish Renaissance-Ezra Spicehandler 2002

Jewish Frontier- 1954

Three Generations of Jewish Women-Lea Ausch Alteras 2002 Motivated by her Auschwitz-survivor mother's death to explore her world, psychologist Alteras (Hunter
College, City College of New York) takes testimony from three generations of women and finds connecting themes in their life stories. She studies her mother's
generation who grew up in Eastern Europe, her own cohorts who had immigrated to the US as youngsters, and their children who were born into an environ of
heightened Jewish and feminist consciousness. The book concludes with reflections on shifts in, and survival of, Jewish identity. Includes photos of each generation.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.

The American Jew-Dan Cohn-Sherbok 1995 The American Jewish community is more influential than ever before. Who are these Jews? Do they speak with one voice?
How have they become so rich and powerful? What do their non-Jewish neighbors think about them? American rabbi Dan Cohn-Sherbok and his wife. Lavinia, spent
four months in a typical midwestern city finding the answers to these questions. Through more than one hundred engaging interviews, individuals from a broad
spectrum of Jewish life--an Orthodox rabbi, a self-made millionaire, a doting grand- mother, an Auschwitz survivor, an eighteen-year-old debutante and many more-speak for themselves about their lives as American Jews.

Common Faith, Uncommon People-Meir Ben-Horin 1970

How to Talk about Jesus Without Freaking Out with Study Guide-Jim Covell 2001-06 This engaging and humorous how-to book instructs timid believers in the
basic ingredients of a successful witnessing encounter.

My Health, My Faith, My Culture-Sue Timmins 2012 Every patient, whatever their cultural background and religious affiliation, is entitled to receive healthcare that
is sensitive, appropriate and person- centred. In the UK today, there are people from many different minority groups. There are also members of the host population
who follow religions other than Christianity, either from birth or personal choice. The patient's chosen or birth faith should always play an integral part in their care.
This helpful guide enables healthcare practitioners to rise to the challenge of providing culturally sensitive services by giving them an understanding of patients'
varying potential requirements and how to meet them.

Jewish Holidays-Kerry M. Olitzky 2007 Written especially for Christians, a comprehensive guide to the major Jewish holidays explores each holiday's historical
development, basic information about the holiday's meaning, and the ways it is observed today. Original.

My Jewish Year-Abigail Pogrebin 2017-03-14 In the tradition of The Year of Living Biblically by A.J. Jacobs and Walking the Bible: A Journey by Land Through the Five
Books of Moses by Bruce Feiler comes Abigail Pogrebin’s My Jewish Year, a lively chronicle of the author’s journey into the spiritual heart of Judaism. Although she
grew up following some holiday rituals, Pogrebin realized how little she knew about their foundational purpose and contemporary relevance; she wanted to understand
what had kept these holidays alive and vibrant, some for thousands of years. Her curiosity led her to embark on an entire year of intensive research, observation, and
writing about the milestones on the religious calendar. Whether in search of a roadmap for Jewish life or a challenging probe into the architecture of Jewish tradition,
readers will be captivated, educated and inspired by Abigail Pogrebin’s My Jewish Year.

The Birth Control Review-Margaret Sanger 1926

The Jewish Library- 1928

Ramparts- 1963 Issues for Dec. 1970-Apr. 1972 include section: Hard times.
God Was Not in the Fire-Daniel Gordis 1997-09-10 Examining the role of Judaism in the answering of life's most important questions and the development of selfidentity, an argument for the importance of Judaism explains its unique traditions

New Currents- 1943

Sinister Wisdom- 1994

Horizons- 2004

Life's Daily Blessings-Kerry M. Olitzky 2009 Drawing on the wisdom of Jewish sources, teachings, and ancient and contemporary spiritual thinkers, a daily devotional
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